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Abstract

W e characterize the precision of a 3 - 0 reconstruction from stereo: we derive confidence intervals for the
components ( X ,Y ,2) of the reconstructed 3 - 0 points. The precision assessment can be used i n data rejection,
data reduction, and data fusion of the 3-0 points. Also, based o n the confidence intervals a bad/failing stereo
camera pair can be detected, and discarded from a polynocular stereo system. Experimentally, we have evaluated
the performance of the confidence intervals for Z i n terms of empirical capture frequencies us theoretical
probability of capture for a test, ground truth: scene. W e have tested the interval estimation procedure o n more
complex scenes (for example human faces), but since we do not have ground truth models, we have evaluated
the p e r f o n a n c e i n such cases only qualitatively. Currently we are developing "ground truthJ' models for more
cornplex (such as general indoor) scenes, and will evaluate quantitatively the performance of the confidence
intervals for these more complex scenes. W e give prelimtnary results demonstrating the use of the confidence
intervals for the depth of the reconstructed points i n the "automaticJJrejection of 3 - 0 points which have high
degree of uncertainty.

1

Introduction

The motivation for our research is aiding the data reduction and fusion in the 3-D reconstruction from polynocular
stereo [26].
Consider the stereo algorithm pictorially represented on Figure 1 (page 1). The input is a pair of digital images,
ImL and ImR. First, matching of the two images is performed, and correspondence between pixels in left and
right images is established, an integer disparity map, D is computed. Second, a subpixel disparity correction is
calculated, and a subpixel disparity map, D, obtained. Third, using the subpixel disparity map and calibration
projection matrices for the camera pair, the 3-D points, (X, Y ,Z) are reconstructed. Ideally, (X. Y ,2)should be

Figure 1: 3-D reconstruction from stereo flow diagram: 1 - matching; 2
3-D reconstruction

-

subpixel disparity computation; 3 -

the exact coordinates of points from the 3-D scene sensed by the cameras. In reality, due to errors, mostly due to
matching, (X, Y,2 ) may be inaccurate, and there may be gross errors far from the true point coordinates. This
may create artifacts in the 3-D reconstruction that are not present in the real scene. Also, due to random noise in
the digital images [ll], there will be random variation in the 3-D reconstruction. Our goal is to characterize the
random errors in the final reconstruction, and account appropriately for these errors. Random errors in stereo
result from random fluctuations in sensor measurements (i.e. left and right digital images, respectively). The
point coordinates, (X,Y,Z), are calculated from the disparity through a deterministic mapping. Thus confidence
intervals for the disparity are of primary interest. We propagate errors from digital images to subpixel disparity,
and obtain estimates for the variance of the recovered subpixel disparity at an image position. The propagation
of variance at this level is done using an error propagation technique described in [lo]. We obtain confidence

intervals for the disparity, and map them to confidence intervals for the coordinates of the 3-D reconstructed
points.
The matching algorithm uses normalized cross-correlation [22],

where I L and I R denote the pixel intensities over windows in the left and right images respectively, and Var and
Cov denote the spatial sample variances and covariance over the windows. The matching procedure is responsible
for outliers in integer disparity. Our experiments clearly show that these outliers are not affected by the random
noise in the digital images. The cause of such outliers is the primary scene: occlusions, highlights, geometry,
repetitive texture, etc. The correlation coefficient (I), is insensitive t o small variations in image intensities. In
particular, matching in the presence of strong texture signal is very stable, and not affected by the digital image
noise present in our system. The integer disparity maps are stable. In order to investigate the effect of random
errors on the stereo reconstruction in such cases, we must analyze the effect of random errors on the subpixel
disparity correction'.

Remark 1.1 We observe random fluctuations in the subpixel disparity map only. The empirical distributions
of the subpixel disparities vary from pixel to pixel: we observe unimodal as well as a fraction of bimodal pixel
distributions, with clearly separated modes. We are investigating these distributions. For the preliminary experiments reported in this paper, we have ignored the bimodal distributions, and have assumed normally distributed
subpixel disparity noise.
Unless stated otherwise, the experiments presented here were performed on scenes with strong random texture (we
have projected the texture). The reason for the use of the random texture is two-fold: (i) we use the procedures
developed here for the data reduction and fusion in a large data set representing an office scene [27] which uses
random texture projections2; and (ii) we want to isolate the random noise errors from gross matching errors.
From our previous studies on cameralfrarnegrabber noise [15], and the nature of the normalized cross correlation
used for matching, we have established that the level of random noise in the cameralframegrabber system has no
effect on the integer disparity in the case of high signal to noise ratio.
W e will use t h e confidence intervals in processing 3-D points resulting from polynocular stereo as follows:
(i) to remove some inconsistent, error points, i.e. improving accuracy (although this question has to be answered
at a fundamentally different level, i.e. detecting outliers at disparity, matching level); (ii) to remove redundant
consistent points, i.e. data reduction; and (iii) combining the data, i.e. data fusion.
Related Work
Our work is inspired by the call in the computer vision community for a systematic performance evaluation of
vision algorithms [7, 91. We study the precision of a stereo system, not the accuracy of the matching. For a
review on matching see [4], or more recently [29, 16, 21. Most of the parametric methods used in computer
vision for dealing with random errors can be grouped into the following categories: (i) propagation of covariance
[lo]; (ii) maximum likelihood (MLE) type of methods (including maximum a posteriori (MAP), Bayesian, and
markov random field (MRF) methods) [2,25, 281; (iii) Least square (LS), and mean square error (MSE) methods
(including robust mean square estimators) 13, 18, 16, 211; and (iv) confidence intervals based methods [14]. There
is no clear cut division between some of these methods, for example, MRF methods can be viewed in Bayesian
formalism, LS, MSE and MLE coincide in particular for normal models. A non-statistical method used is direct
(min-max) interval propagation when feasible [19]. The authors underline that the method cannot substitute for
the careful error evaluation, but may be used as a first order approximation.
MLE type methods, MAP, MRF and Bayesian, explicitly model expectations about the input scenes, and
the output of the algorithms (given the input). Estimates are obtained optimizing on a criterion that the results
should be faithful to the input model and to the observed data. Computationally these methods are very expensive
(iterations, Monte-Carlo simulations, annealing). LS and MSE are quite popular, but often implicit assumptions
about normal models are not stated. Very clear presentation is given in optical-flow estimation procedure by
[23]. Robust estimators for optical-flow estimation are given in [3]. Unfortunately, these are computationally
expensive.
What we consider here is yet another way of looking at the uncertainty and error evaluation process - through
confidence intervals (confidence sets). The advantage of using confidence intervals is that together with a result
'The computation of the subpixel disparity correction in [26] is based on [6].
2The projection of random texture is not a very restrictive requirement. Currently there are commercially available devices for
fast rate projection (60 projections per second), which is not obtrusive to the human eye.

we obtain also a measure of the reliability and the uncertainty in that result. To our knowledge, there are no
reports in the literature on evaluation of 3-D reconstruction from stereo based on sound theoretically deri~ed
confidence intervals for the coordinates of reconstructed points. In [14] a fixed size confidence interval for depth
from stereo is given. Three major differences between tease results and what we present here exist. In [l4]:
(i) confidence intervals only for the gross distance to a plane are derived (this is motivated by the particular
application considered). (ii) only intervals Z are obtained (because, here, we do go into the effort of deriving
confidence intervals for the disparity, we are able to derive intervals for X, 1: and 2 ) ;(iii) the confidence intervals
are only for the particular, planar case; on the other hand for this case, and the range of depth covered, they
are optimal in the minimax sense (they guarantee minimum maximum probability of capture). Currently we
are working on deriving optimal intervals in disparity (a necessary step in this process is the derivation of the
"current, non-optimal" intervals).
The interval estimators n-e propose are not robust (in the statistical sense [.?I]). We realize that although the
assumptions we made are backed up by experimental data, this is not enough to guard against changes in the
sensor behavior. Currently we are exploring the use of robust minima decision rules for the estimation of the
disparity based on the theory developed in [12].
Organization of the paper: In Section 2 we present the image model. Section 3 gives the theory regarding the
disparity model , the subpixel disparity correction solution, and the estimation confidence intervals in disparity
(based on assumption of uncorrelated, locally constant digital image noise levels). Section 4 considers the 3-D
reconstruction problem and the propagation of the disparity confidence intervals to confidence intervals for S.Y
and 2. In Section 5 we show results for two types of experiments: (i) the evaluation of the confidence intervals for
the depth Z by comparison of empirical capture frequency (ECF) and theoretical probability of capture (TPC);
(ii) preliminary results showing the use of statistics of the confidence intervals in Z for rejection of points in the
reconstruction (4% to 50% data reduction is achieved with no significant degradation).

2

The Image Model

We work with a simple additive noise model. We assume that the pixel random noise is signal-independent,
uncorrelated in time and spatially3, and with locally constant spatial variance (in a small neighborhood, for
example 5x5, the pixel variance is almost constant). For a fixed image position (u, v) , 1 5 71 5 M, 1 5 u 5 S ,
where MN is the size of the image, the intensity is
I(u, u ) = X(u, v)

+ AI(u, u),

(2)

where h I ( u , v ) is zero-mean random noise, and X(u, v) is the unobservable (ideal) pixel intensity. Var I ( u , v ) =
Var AI(u, v) (here Var is used in its precise statistical meaning) By using the camera properly (not overexposing),
the pixel noise is independent and identically distributed (iid) over time. Under (2), the variance of the pisel
noise can be estimated using the sample variance of a sequence of image differences,
\ h r ( I ~ ( u , v) I;(U,V)) = 2VarI(u,v) = 2VarAI(u. v),
where (u, v) varies over the pixel positions. To estimate VarAI(u, v): (i) the images of a flat field4 are taken:
(ii) pair-wise subtracted; and (iii) the sample variance is computed pixelwise over the differences; (iv) the noise
variance VarAI(u, v) is estimated by half the sample variance of the differences.

From Pair of Images to a Disparity Map
An intrinsic geometric property of stereo images is that projections of the same 3-D point in left and right
images
lie on corresponding epipolar lines (resulting from intersection of the two image planes with the plane defined
by the 3-D point and the two camera's projection centers),[20]. We assume that the cameras are in normal
configuration (parallel optical axes, and with base line parallel to the image planes), this results in epipolar lines
3 ~ h e r eare two issues t o be considered with about pixel noise: (i) what can be stated about the noise level of a given pixel in
different images (this is what we refer to as noise dependencelindependence "over time"): and (ii) what can be stated about the noise
level of different pixels in the same image (that is what we refer to as "spatial" dependence/independence).
4 ~ i x e dscene of uniform, high enough, illumination. The flat field should be taken a t highest possible illumination level. The
reason being that the actual signal-dependent component of the noise has Poisson distribution. Thus the higher the signal level, the
higher the noise variance, and an estimate for the highest possible level of camera noise be obtained [24].

coinciding with the horizontal (u) coordinate lines5. Thus for a given pixel in the left image, the 2-D search for
corresponding6 pixel in the right image is reduced to l-D search along the same number line in the right image.
The result of the matching procedure is an integer disparity m a p : for every pixel in the left (rectified) image
the amount by which its corresponding pixel in the right (rectified) image is offset. For many applications the
integer disparity map has too coarse a resolution. Some means of evaluating subpixel. real number, disparity
are attempted. The most common approach for recovering the subpixel disparity is to interpolate the integer
disparity between neighboring pixels, [9,181. The subpixel disparity correction procedure used in [26] (described
later) does not interpolate, it relies on model in [6]. It takes as input the integer disparity map and the original
images and gives a subpixel disparity correction. The integer disparity map based on normalized cross correlation
coefficient (1) is stable, not affected by the image noise. In order to obtain the effect of the random noise on
disparity, we propagate the errors in the input images to that of the subpixel disparity errors. In this section, (i)
we present the disparity model; (ii) give the subpixel disparity correction solution; (iii) estimate the variance in
the subpixel disparity correction; and (iv) under a normal model for the subpixel disparity correction, we derive
confidence intervals.

The Disparity Model
The computational problem is: given the left and right images, I ~and
LImR, and an integer disparity map, D,
to compute the subpixel disparity D = D + D, where D, is the subpixel disparity correction, and also to obtain
an estimate of the variance of D,.
Assumptions made in [26], are: (i) local surface planarity over window of size m x m: (ii) spatially uncorrelated
pixel noise within an image and between left and right images; (iii) zero-mean pixel noise. and locally constant
pixel noise variance (over the window); (iv) first order linear approximations are acceptable in the following local
disparity model
I R ( u , v )= PIL(A(U,V)(V
- D(u,v))) + 8,
(3)
where IRand ILdenote right and left (rectified) images: b and P are parameters accounting for different offset
and gain in the two sensors; A(u,v) is a transformation between the neighborhoods in left and right images
which preserves the center on the neighborhood. The equation is applied locally, over the window, generating a
system the solution of which leads to the recovery of the subpixel disparity correction for the center pixel of the
neighborhood.
Let (u. v) be integer local coordinates in the window, where u is an offset in row from the center, and v is an
offset in column. The center pixel has coordinates (0,O). Up to a first order approximation. the above nonlinear
system (3) becomes a linear one. In local coordinates, the subpixel disparity correction system is as in [26]:
IR(u7u)= ( d E9

t

, ~6)(%(u,
.
v), IL(u,v ) , %(u, v)u, 1) , for (u, V ) in the window.

Derivatives with respect to v denote image derivatives in the horizontal direction, d5 is the error in the subpixel
disparity correction for the center of the window in the left image, and y is a parameter approximating the action
of the map -4, t denotes transpose of a vector. The derivatives %(u, v) and % ( u , u ) are approximated by finite
differences.
Solving for the Subpixel Disparity Correction
The current implementation of the subpixel disparity estimation employs a linear least squares method. In matrix
notation, (4) becomes .
IR= 0 2 ,
(5)
where I R is 1 x m2 observation vector of right image window gray values, Z is 4 x ~n' measurement matrix, and
0 is 1 x 4 parameter t o be estimated,

The function to be minimized is
F ( I , 8 ) = ( I R - ~ Z ) ( IR

(GI

5All experiments we did use verging cameras, so the images were rectified [I], and brought in the normal camera configuration
context.
'Two pixels are corresponding if they are images of the same 3-D point.

and the solution to the least squares problem is

where M-' denotes the inverse matrix of M. The subpixel disparity at the center pixel in the left image window
equals the integer disparity at the pixel plus the recovered d, (which is the first component of 8 , (7)). We denote
the 1 x 2m2 vector of (rectified) image data in left and right images from the selected window with I ,

Next we propagate the variances of the random fluctuations in image windows in left and right images through
the subpixel disparity correction procedure [lo]. Careful attention must be paid here since the observation vector
I R and the measurement matrix Z are not independent. Still, using the explicit form of the way the discrete
image derivatives are computed, we are able to express Z in terms of the primary image data (not the derivatives
in horizontal direction themselves), and break the dependence (conditioned on the primary image data I ) . Let
A 0 denotes the random error in the parameter estimation procedure. Up to a first order approximation,

where

The estimate of the covariance in the subpixel disparity error correction, CAe is estimated by

Under the assumptions made about the noise in the digital images (zero-mean, uncorrelated, constant variance
in window), C A I = s 2 E , where E is the identity matrix, and s2 is the common variance for the pixel noise in the
window. The variance u2 in the subpixel disparity correction D, for the center pixel in left image window(i.e.
d,) is the element of CAe with index (1,l).
Confidence Intervals for Subpixel Disparity
A confidence interval for the disparity is a random interval (i.e. an interval whose bounds are functions of the
random noise) [5]. As a random interval it is characterized by the probability (confidence level) with which it
captures the disparity.
We assume that the subpixel disparity correction error is normally distributed (see Remark 1.1). From D =
D + D,, the subpixel disparity at (u,v) is normally distributed with variance a2(u,v) estimated by the subpixel
disparity correction variance at (u, v) (which has been computed).
For a given 0 < a < 1, we obtain (1 - a)-level confidence interval, C(D(U, v)), for the subpixel disparity a t
position (u, v):
C(D(U, v)) = [ ~ ( u2)), - C(a12)4u721) , ~ ( 2 1v,) + C(0/2)4u70)
(9)
where <(a/2) denotes the a / 2 quantile of the standard normal distribution7. C(D(U, v)) is a confidence interval
for the disparity with probability of capture (1 - a) and size 2<(a/2)u(u7v). Before actually computing the
disparity, we know that the probability that the disparity is in the interval equals (1 - a ) , i.e. ~ r [ ~ ( u , Ev )
C(D(U, v))] = (1- a).Note that there is inverse dependence between the size of the interval and its probability
of capture. The probability of capture gives the reliability of the interval, while the size of the interval is related
to the uncertainty in the value of the true disparity (larger interval size means higher reliability of the interval,
but more uncertainty in the true disparity).

I,

7The number C(cr/2) is such that the probability of a random variable with standard normal distribution to be less than C(crl2)
is 4 2 .

4

From Disparity and Images to 3-D Points

The 3-D Reconstruction
Once the disparity is computed, the correspondence between pixels in left and right images is established. Theoretically, from here, the 3-D reconstruction is a simple geometric problem [B]: for a pair of corresponding points.
(uL,vL)and ( u R lvR), the 3-D point (X, Y, Z) which is projected onto ( U Lv, ~ and
) (UR,vR), respectively, is the
: r~
intersection of the two rays TL and TR, where TL passes through the left camera optical center and (uL,v ~ ) and
passes through the right camera optical center and (UR,VR). To get this intersection we need the camera calibra. input to the reconstruction algorithm is a pair of (rectified)
tion (rectified) projection matrices ML and M R ~The
camera projection matrices, and the recovered disparity map D. Computationally, the homogeneous coordinates
of the 3-D point (kX, kY, kZ, k) are obtained from the calibration matrices and the disparity map through a linear
map. Because of the random noise in disparity (also, imprecision in the calibration and rectification procedures),
there will be imprecision in the position of the recovered 3-D points. We propagate the confidence intervals
in disparity through that linear map, and from there by going to non-homogeneous coordinates, we obtain the
confidence intervals for X, Y, and Z.

Confidence Intervals in 3-D
For a pixel (u,v) in the left image, the corresponding pixel in the right image is (u, v - D ( u , I/)). These pixel
positions relate to the 3-D point by

Solving (10-11) for X, Y, and Z we obtain,

where Q-' is a matrix with first? second, and forth rows equal to the first: second, and forth row of .IfL,
respectively, and third row equal to the second row of M R .
In order to propagate the uncertainty in disparity through the reconstruction algorithm, we rewrite (12) as

where the matrix S is defined as follows
We propagate the intervals for disparity to confidence intervals for 2, Cz(u, v) = [ L z ( u ,v), Uz(u,u)],

Uz(u: v)

=

S(3; :) ( u , v , 1, c,(D(u. u ) ) i t
S(4, :) ( u , v , 1,c,(D(u. c ) ) ) ~

[c1

where, C(D(U, v)) =
(D(u, v)),c,(D(u, v))] is the confidence interval in clisparity, and S(i, :) is t,he i t h row of
the matrix S , i = 1..4. The lower and upper confidence bounds in S and I - are obtained by substituting S ( 3 ,:)
with S(1, :) and S(2, :),,respectively, in (14-15).

Remark 4.1 In this propagation, it is important to pay attention to the Jacobian of the map. The sign of the
Jacobian does not depend on the image values and the disparity, but only on the calibration projection matrices
and the image positions. The sign of the Jacobian can be precomputed. We do not propagate intervals for
positions (u,v) for which the Jacobian is 0; and for positions for which the Jacobian is negative, we switch the
order of the bounds (lower and upper) after propagation.
The confidence intervals for disparity and for each of X, Y and
well defined), i.e.

Z have the same probabilities of capture (when

Although C(D(U, u)) is symmetric around D(U, v), the intervals for the 3-D coordinates are not symmetric around
the reconstructed coordinates.
8 ~ h e s 3e x 4 matrices describe the projection of 3-Dpoints onto the left and right image planes, respectively. They are recovered
through a calibration process prior to the stereo reconstruction.

Figure 2: Original stereo pair images. Left: Planar scene. Right: A face.

Figure 3: Pair(l,4): Histograms of confidence interval sizes, dZ, in mm at 0.68 TPC. (a) a histogram over all
intervals, log scale; (b) a histogram, only over intervals of reconstructed points, corresponding to image projection
of the plane; (c) same as (b), but in log scale. We differentiate between (a) and (b)-(c) since the image of the
plane does not coincide with the whole digital image.

5

Experiments

Here we present results for two particular scenes: a planar surface, and a human face (see Figure 2). For the planar
surface we present quantitative data, for the human face we show only qualitative results. In our experiments we
consider only the confidence intervals for 2. The reason for that is that we have a ground truth model for the
depth 2 of the test target (pointwise), but not in X and Y.
No post-processing or manual adjustment has been done on any of the results and figures presented in this
paper.

Hardware
We have tested the theory using four video cameras SONY XC77-RR (pairing the cameras in different ways,
changing vergence, base line, recalibrating), and variety of scenes. The camera pixel clock frequency is 14.318MHz.
We used a single Data Translation DT1541 framegrabber with sampling frequency about 10MHz. We are aware of
the aliasing artifacts in this camera-frame grabber system but they are negligible in our scenes with high-contrast
texture. 4 pair of cameras were usually 6-10cm apart, non-verging, or verging angle of approximately 40". The
cameras view a volume.about 80cm away from the base line of a pair. Each time a camera pair is reconfigured, it
is strongly calibrated [26]. We used a slide projector to project random texture onto the scenes (for that purpose
we have printed a random texture pattern on slide).

5.1

Evaluation of the Confidence Intervals in Depth

Experimental setup
The goal of this series of experiments was to assess the precision of the reconstruction algorithm in terms of the
confidence intervals in depth, Z, and to evaluate the performance of the confidence intervals (for varieties of stereo
pairs). The test scene was a vertical planar surface coinciding with the coordinate plane (X - Y). The plane was
positioned at precise, and known position for 2. A random texture was projected on the planar surface (Figure
2), and a sequence of 100 stereo pair images (for each pair under study) was taken.
Ground test reconstruction: The reconstruction algorithm, [26], augmented with the confidence intervals
estimation procedure described in this paper was run for one stereo pair images. Confidence intervals, C x ,Cv, Cz,

Figure 4: Pair(l,4): Data for ECF, planar scene. The image on the left shows in white the pixels for which the
intervals for the corresponding 3-D depth have ECF>TPC= 0.68. The top graph on the left shows for each of
the 100 reconstructions, the fraction of pixels for which the corresponding reconstructed Z is not captured by
Cz. The bottom graph shows sorted ECF of the intervals: the solid line is for the intervals corresponding to all
reconstructed points; the doted line is for those corresponding to pixels projections of the plane; and the dashed
line represent the TPC=0.68.
at specified level of confidence, (1 - a) (i.e theoretical probability of capture(TPC) (1 - a))for disparity, and the
3-D coordinates X, Y, Z were computed.
Computation of ECF: Next, the reconstruction algorithm was run 100 times, on each of the 100 stereo pairs.
For each stereo pair and for each pixel position in the left image of the pair, we counted how many times the
newly computed depth Z for that pixel position fell within Cz.The final counts were divided by the total number
of sample runs, thus the empirical capture frequencies (ECF) were computed.
Results for one stereo pair
Figure 3 shows histograms of the sizes, dZ, in mm for the confidence intervals with theoretical probability of
capture (TPC) of 0.68, for one fixed stereo pair (labeled Pair(l,4)) and the planar scene Figure 2. Figure 4
shows various statistics for the empirical capture frequency for Pair(l,4). The pixels which corresponds to the
projections of the plane (with random texture) have better ECF. In the bottom graph the pixel positions for
which the ECF is below TPC have non-satisfactory performance.
Results for four different stereo pairs
We performed the same evaluations for four other stereo pairs, labeled Pair(l,2)', Pair(l,4)', Pair(2,3)' and
Pair(3,4)' (In, particular, Pair(l14) and Pair(l,4)', used the same cameras but in a different configuration). This
time the random texture plane was covering the complete view of all cameras, so comparison could be drawn.
Confidence intervals, with probability of capture 0.68, were computed for the reconstructed points for each pair,
and the ECF were calculated during 100 runs of the polynocular stereo reconstruction algorithm (261. Statistics
for ECF, and for the confidence interval sizes, dZ, in mm, are summarized in Table 5.1. Note that the TPC is
less than the actual ECF. TPC underestimates the performance of the intervals. Under the same model, deriving

Figure 5: The reconstructed points (X, Y, 2) shown as 3-D plots. Left: all reconstructed points. Right: Only the
points for which the confidence interval sizes are less than the mean size.

mean
Pair
( 1 2 ) 0.6838
( 1 , ) 0.7549
(2,3)' 0.7327
(3,4)' 0.6931

ECF
std
0.3214
0.2842
0.2912
0.3154

median
0.8000
0.8700
0.8500
0.8100

min
0.1398
0.1180
0.1122
0.1725

max
4.2830
226.5228
80.9347
4.9167

dZmm
mean
0.9234
0.7082
0.6886
0.8375

std
0.3043
0.9669
0.9303
0.2730

median 0.8722
0.6666
0.6180
0.8035

Table 1: Statistics of ECF, and of confidence interval sizes, dZ in mm, across all points, for confidence intervals
with TPC of 0.68, for 4 different stereo pair cameras

intervals with higher TPC also leads to intervals with larger sizes, meaning worse resolution and more uncertainty
in the true position. In building the intervals we have not taken into account that the parameter space for the
disparity correction is bounded, i.e. the subpixel disparity correction is at most 1 in absolute values. Currently,
we are addressing that.

5.2

Data Reduction Based on Confidence Intervals Statistics

Although the primary objective of the intervals is to establish the precision in the reconstruction algorithm, we
have successfully used them in automatically rejecting unreliable points in the reconstruction. A simple criterion
we have used to reject points was: reject reconstructed points for which the confidence interval size is larger than
a statistics of the interval sizes in Z. In particular, we have used the median statistic, and also the mean of
the interval sizes, dZ, over points corresponding to all image positions. Such a procedure removes 4-50% of the
points in a reconstruction depending on the scene and the quality of that reconstruction for a given statistic.
The better the reconstruction, the less points are removed (unless the statistic used is the median, in which case
50% are removed). The benefit of reducing the data set size is clear where multiple data from polynocular stereo
must be fused (as in [27] where hundreds of reconstructions, based on 904 images, were used for the office scene
recovery) or when the data set must be transferred over the Internet. Of course, some bad outlier points due to
bad matches still survive and have high confidence. Such points cannot be removed without prior information on
the scene, or without the use of some heuristics.
Here we show preliminary results regarding the rejection of data with higher degree of uncertainty, as well as
reducing the data set by 50% (preserving the important features) based on the statistics of the confidence interval
sizes for 2.
We remind the reader that our objective is not to report on the performance of the polynocular stereo algorithm
itself, this has been reported already [26]. We report on the precision of this algorithm, and on the relative
improvement in the reconstruction, or data reduction, by utilizing the confidence interval sizes to reject outlier
points.
R e s u l t s for t h e planar scene
Figure 5 shows data for the reconstruction based on Pair(l,4) and the already discussed planar scene. The statistic
used for the rejection criterion was sample mean of the interval sizes, dZ, over all reconstructed points. Note that
the criterion for rejection of outliers cannot be based on the statistic of the reconstructed points corresponding
to the plane since we do not want to assume, in general, that we have any prior information about the scene. 7%
of all the points were rejected.
R e s u l t s for t h e h u m a n face scene
Another set of experiments was done by reconstructing points for a human face. The person was seated in
the view of the cameras, and random texture was projected to aid the matching (Figure 2). The goal was to
reject points which do not belong to the face (with the random texture). Figure 6, top and bottom, shows two
views of the reconstructed point set (top is looking straight down the Z axis). Figure 6, left column, shows two
views of all the reconstructed points. Figure 6, right column, shows two views of the reconstructed points after
rejecting points based on the median statistic of the confidence interval sizes (the median is taken over all points).
Compared t o left column, the data on the right are 50% less, still the important facial points are retained, most
of the fuzz and artifacts around the face are rejected. Not all artifacts around the face are removed. For example,
due to repitative texture (curtain folds) there are highly inaccurate matches (far from the true positions) with
high precision (very stable). As already stated, these must be addressed during the matching procedure. The
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Figure 6: The original scene without the random texture, and the reconstructed points.
confidence intervals do not provide the explanation in order to remove them. For a general scene (not a special,
singular case as with the plane), the median is a more stable statistic as a measure of the attributes of the
underlying distributions.
Why Does It Work? The size of the confidence intervals is related to the scene attributes. The intervals are
large when: (i) the signal-to-noise ratio of the image is locally low, as in the textureless areas (see the background
in Figure 2 and 6), in the areas overlaid by highlights where the texture contrast is low, and in dark or shadowed
areas (as in the hair in Figures 2 and 6); and (ii) when the pixel values in the left and right image windows
used for assessing the match do not correspond well with each other (as in the case of highlights, in the hair and
eyebrows which does not image as regular surface texture, and near occlusions where the matches are notoriously
bad in all area-based stereo matching algorithms (291).
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Conclusions

We characterized the precision of a reconstruction from polynocular stereo in terms of confidence intervals for
the components of the 3-D reconstructed points. These intervals were based on confidence intervals in subpixel
disparity. Assumptions under which the derivations were made: (i) uncorrelated, zero-mean, locally constant
(within window) variance of digital image noise; (ii) normally distributed subpixel disparity noise; and (iii) local
planarity (within window) of the observed scene.
We will use the intervals for outlier rejection, in data reduction, and data fusion in the point data set resulting
from a polynocular stereo. We showed results from some preliminary experiments related to the data rejection and
data reduction issues. An attractive feature of the approach is that it does not rely on manually set thresholds.
We have evaluated the performance of the intervals in terms of ECF vs their TPC,and have showed that the
TPC is actually a lower bound on the EFC. The confidence intervals in disparity are the keystone around which the
3-D point intervals were constructed. In order to improve the performance of the disparity intervals, to construct
intervals with TPC closer to the ECF, we are working on the construction of fixed-size confidence intervals with
guaranteed probability of capture based on minimax-decision theory [1219. In order to apply the the minimaxdecision theory, we must specify the sampling distribution for the random noise per pixel in disparity. This is
a very difficult modeling process for general scenes. The distributions can be derived theoretically (propagating
the image noise distributions), or empirically. The advantage of deriving the distributions theoretically would
be that the model would be independent on the scene (the Poisson component of the noise, [Ill, would capture
the dependence). The difficulty is the recovery of the image noise parameters since the noise in digital images is
s ~ h eintervals we derived correspond to the maximum likelihood estimator which does not take into account the restricted
parameter space.

cumulative of many factors [Is]. One of the reasons we are using induced texture which has constant parameters
over the image is t o simplifies the task of recovering the distribution empirically. Thus we are decreasing the
number of degrees of freedom that must be exhausted in order to create the empirical model. Initially, we simplify
the modeling process by assuming normal distribution for the disparity noise. We will use the recovered disparity
variance as a parameter for normal model for this sampling distributions. .Also, we are exploring uncertainty
classes of distributions suitable for modeling the uncertainty in disparity. This will allow us to derive robust
fked size confidence intervals with minimal maximal probability of capture [13]. The overhead in computing the
fixed-sized confidence intervals is only a one-time off line computation. Details will be given in a forthcoming
paper.
We do not assume normality in the distributions of X, Y, 2. These distributions are obtained from the distribution of D propagating it through the 3-D reconstruction, and are, definitely, not normal. Also X, Y, Z are
not independent. The good news is that, conditioned on the disparity D (in the statistical meaning of the term)
X , Y, Z are independent. We know the joint distribution of X , Y, Z. Jointly, we think of a 3-D confidence set,
not an interval. When should we use confidence intervals, and when confidence sets? The answer depends on
what are we going t o use them for. For the removal of unreliable points, the 1-D intervals are enough. If we
want t o have a confidence of a certain level (probability of capture), that a reconstructed point is in a certain
3-D set (box or circle), then we need the confidence sets based on the joint (X,Y, 2 ) distribution, not intervals
for the individual components. We can use the 1-D X , Y, Z distributions (which are obtained by propagating the
distribution of D, independently, in each component through the reconstruction process) with conditioning on D
to derive 3-D confidence sets for (X, Y, 2 ) from the product

We will use the confidence intervals for data reduction, and the confidence sets for data fusion.
We have shown results here for a particular stereo algorithm, but the theory is general and could be used in
many applications.
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